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Zelechowski 1 

The Berliner Schule and Spheres of Intimacy 

Introduction to the Berliner Schule 

“Es gibt ein deutsches Kino, das man in Deutschland nicht kennt, das hierzulande abseits 

der wenigen Festivals fast unsichtbar ist. Im Ausland dagegen wird es gefeiert – als 

kraftvolles Zeugnis einer starken Tradition, als Resultat künstlerischer Konsequenz und 

des intensiven Dialogs mit dem zeitgenössischen Weltkino; dieses Kino wird als 

Aushängeschild deutscher Kultur wahrgenommen. Zuhause dagegen wird es übersehen“ 

(Suchsland 6).  

 

Although relatively unknown in Germany itself, the Berliner Schule is very much a German 

cinema that is touching on timely issues, focusing on everyday German life and families, and 

commenting on political and economic issues. French critics are calling the movement the 

Nouvelle Vague Allemande. Its lens focused on the German landscape, it nevertheless draws its 

influences from all over: the French New Wave, Iranian director Abbas Kiarostami, French 

literature such as Madame Bovary. This collage of influences coalesces in Germany.  

 While Berlin is frequently the locale of the films, this is not the only reason why this 

movement is so named. There is “eine Gruppe von jüngeren deutschen Filmemachern, die 

vorzugsweise in Berlin angesiedelt sind und deren Filme sich durch eine gewisse ästhetische und 

thematische Einheitlichkeit charakterisieren lassen“ (Suchsland 6). Robert Weixlbaumer reminds 

us of course, that „inzwischen aus Hamburg (Ulrich Köhler, Henner Winckler) und München 

(Christoph Hochhäusler, Benjamin Heisenberg) gezählt werden“ (18). In fact, two of the main 

directors in this movement (Christian Petzold and Christoph Hochhäusler) cooperate to put out a 

Zeitschrift for film called Revolver, whose base is Munich. Though many of these films take 

place in Munich or small German towns, Berlin seems to remain a central hub for the movement.  

 In an interview with filmtext.com, director Christoph Hochhäusler explains that “Der 

Begriff [der Berliner Schule] ist von einem Journalisten erfunden worden, Rainer Gansera, und 

der hat Christian Petzold, Angela Schanelec und Thomas Arslan under diesem Dach 
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zusammengefasst.“ These three are, in effect, the first generation of Berliner Schule directors. 

Hochhäusler stands with Ulrich Köhler, Valeska Grisebach, Maren Ade, Maria Speth, Benjamin 

Heisenberg and others in the second generation.  

Hochhäusler says of them, “dass wir uns nie wieder so ähnlich sein werden wie wir uns 

jetzt sind.“ And though it is possible that his suspicion is true, these directors carry and, it seems, 

will continue to carry some common threads, such as the way in which they meld form and 

content—meaning, the way cinematography and narrative reflect and comment on each other. 

In Cristina Nord’s article “Notizen zur Berliner Schule”, she headlines some of the major 

themes of the Berliner Schule. The most prominent of these is Alltag—everyday life. From the 

days of a school teacher in Karlsruhe to an ex-RAF family, the focus is on relationships and on 

day-to-day struggles and conflicts—not the extraordinary. The films comment on social and 

economic issues in Germany, such as the effect of the reunification on German families and 

cities.  

 Stylistically, the Berliner Schule is slow, often melancholy, mimicking the Alltag Nord 

describes. The camera often acts like a still camera, creating pictures rather than tracking great 

movement. It tries to hide itself, be unbewusst. The plots unfold slowly, aren’t terribly 

complicated. There is little dialogue. It is anti-dramatic. When there is action—a fight perhaps—

it happens abruptly, with no dramatic attention drawn to it. Someone is hit over the head with a 

crowbar, as in Die innere Sicherheit (2000), and in the next moment the culprit is gone and the 

other person is lying on the ground. It moves with the general pacing of life as it is.  

 In his article “Langsames Leben, schöne Tage,“ Suchsland quotes director Oskar 

Roehlers, who says that the films of the Berliner Schule „sind immer spröde, immer streng, in 

den Filmen passiert eigentlich nichts. Sie sind langsam, trist und es wird nie etwas wirklich 
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gesagt – das ist dann die ‚Berliner Schule’. Die kommen bei der Kritik immer gut weg und haben 

dann so 5.000 bis 10.000 Zuschauer.“ And though he may be quite accurate in his critique, 

Roehler’s comment that „es wird nie etwas wirklich gesagt“ is mildly unsettling. Despite the 

slow, unassuming air of the films, they are in fact saying something, even if it is only a 

whispered message.  

 This work will try to distill these messages. Even though the films lack melodramatic 

tension and the all-knowing voiceovers are absent, each of the films which were researched and 

analyzed in this work project a struggle on the part of the protagonist. The messages and the 

morals, the cinema as teaching tool—all of these are present in the Berliner Schule.  

 The three films to be analyzed in this work are Christian Petzold’s Die innere Sicherheit 

(2000), Valeska Grisebach’s Sehnsucht (2006) and Maria Speth’s In den Tag hinein (2001). 

Rather than concentrate on their stylistic consistencies, this work will focus more on character 

analysis. The trends in character conflicts, etcetera that are observed in the Berliner Schule will 

be exemplified through the analysis of these three films.  

 Many of the protagonists in the Berliner Schule stand between two worlds. They exist 

within a sphere of familiarity and comfort among a group of close friends or family members. 

While unwilling to give up this group completely, the protagonists are nevertheless dissatisfied 

and venture out of their places of comfort in search of something or someone new. This results in 

a balancing act for the protagonist, who must keep the two worlds separate and also secret. 

Eventually the two worlds become aware of each other, much to the detriment of the protagonist, 

the family unit and the new acquaintance. This work will analyze the implications of these 

collisions and how they are resolved. It will investigate if there is any agreement between the 

films as to how these conflicts arise, how they are dealt with and what is implied in their 
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resolutions (or lack thereof). These conclusions will be applied not only to the isolated films, but 

to the movement as well.  

Introduction to the Films: Die innere Sicherheit, Sehnsucht and In den Tag hinein 

 Christian Petzold’s film Die innere Sicherheit follows the underground existence of an 

ex-terrorist couple, Hans and Clara, and their 15-year old daughter, Jeanne. Being the daughter 

of two ex-terrorists, Jeanne is unable to lead a normal Bürgerliches Existenz, keeping company 

with no one but her parents, living in constant paranoia, wearing “beschissene” clothes. Jeanne, 

however, meets a boy, Heinrich, at the beach in Portugal. Jeanne begins a secret romantic 

relationship with him. Jeanne and her parents must flee Portugal, however, and they travel in 

search of favors from old friends, money they had once buried under bridges. Once back in 

Germany, Heinrich appears again and Jeanne and he resume their secret relationship. This 

relationship however, is a danger to the security of the family. Jeanne is forced to choose 

between the security of her family and her first romantic interest. The film ends in tragedy: 

Jeanne runs away from Heinrich; Heinrich betrays Jeanne’s parents; a car accident takes the lives 

of Hans and Clara, leaving Jeanne alone. 

 Valeska Grisebach’s Sehnsucht is story of an adulterous affair. Markus, a locksmith and 

volunteer firefighter in the small town of Zühlen, saves a couple who try to commit suicide by 

crashing their car into a tree. Laden with guilt about having essentially played the role of God, 

Markus and his wife Ella philosophize about the situation, which is also the talk of the upcoming 

volunteer firefighter’s retreat. It is at this retreat that Markus begins his affair with Rose, one of 

the waitresses who serves the men on the retreat. Markus travels back and forth between the two 

towns, unwilling to give up his new relationship with Rose. This, however, ends unexpectedly: 

as Markus and Rose are sitting up on the balcony of his room, Rose suddenly slips off the 
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balcony. News of health is sent to Markus from the hospital. Ella intercepts this letter and leaves 

Markus. In his grief, Markus attempts his own suicide, shooting himself in the chest with a 

shotgun. The attempt fails, however. The film ends outside the bounds of the story: Grisebach 

guides a group of school children in their discussion of the story-turned-fable.  

 Maria Speth’s film In den Tag hinein follows Lynn, a twenty-something floating between 

her boyfriend David, her brother’s house, and her myriad of jobs. While her boyfriend David is a 

disciplined, world-class swimmer, Lynn is a go-go dancer and a Mensa-worker. It is at the 

Mensa that she meets Koji, a Japanese exchange student. Despite the language-barrier, they 

develop a friendship which evolves romantically. Although Koji offers her the companionship 

that David does not, Lynn is unwilling to leave David entirely. At the end of the film, Koji and 

Lynn are strolling down a street during one of their late-night drinking adventures when Lynn is 

suddenly hit by a car. Claiming that she is alright, Lynn returns with Koji to his apartment and 

there they sexually culminate their relationship. The next morning, Lynn is dead.  

The “Old” World: What is at Stake? 

 Despite the range of subject matter and plot, a major trend observed in the films of the 

Berliner Schule is the tendency of the protagonists to abandon—to some extent— a core group 

of either family or friends in pursuit of a new set of acquaintances. In doing so, these 

protagonists in the different films risk what it is that they do have with that initial group, which 

will often be referred to here as the protagonist’s “old world.” One question to begin with is: 

what is it that the protagonists are risking? 

 As an umbrella category: security.  

For Jeanne of Die innere Sicherheit, it is, for one, physical security. Though her ex-

terrorist parents are the reason Jeanne is continually in danger, they are also the ones who protect 
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her. For example, in one scene when her parents know they are going to have to “negotiate” with 

another former member terrorist, they send Jeanne out of the room. Back in the car and on to 

their next locale of flight, the camera reveals bruises on her father Hans’ knuckles. Though 

paradoxically the cause for her need for bodily protection, Jeanne’s parents are the only ones 

who can really provide that protection for her.  

 In addition to risking the provision of bodily protection, Jeanne also risks the safety of the 

Familienzelle. Unable to have a normal Bürgerliches Existenz, Jeanne is confined to an existence 

solely with her parents. Her world consists of Clara and Hans. Her mother is her teacher by trade, 

and an exacting one at that. What Jeanne understands of the world is imparted to her by her 

parents. Jeanne’s contact with other people, and specifically Heinrich, the boy with whom she 

engages in a secret romantic affair, puts the safety of this Familienzelle at risk. Petzold defines 

the picture of the Familienzelle in the parameters of the car and the dinner table. These are the 

places of greatest communion for the family. This is where they are safe, intimate and together. 

In his commentary to the DVD of Die innere Sicherheit, Petzold underscores the importance of 

the Familienzelle: “Die Kamera muss in dieser Zelle sein. Die darf nicht außerhalb sein.” The 

camera reinforces the tight-knit community of the family. Outside of this sphere, Jeanne is 

vulnerable.  

 Thirdly, these protagonists often risk financial security through their adventures outside 

of the Familien-, or as may be the case, Freundenzelle. Jeanne, because of her youth, offers 

again a good example, as she is still dependent on her parents. If she compromises them, as her 

ventures out into society are easily capable of doing, she is also sacrificing “the next meal.” 

 Finally, though many of the protagonists venture out and find new romantic contacts, 

they are compromising, in effect, their sexual security and the companionship they already have. 
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For Jeanne, her adventure lies in discovering these contacts for the first time. For Lynn of In den 

Tag hinein, her flirtatious adventures with the Japanese foreign exchange student Koji are 

capable of upsetting her steady sexual relationship with her world-class swimmer boyfriend, 

David. In his adulterous relationship with the waitress Rose, Sehnsucht’s Markus risks his 

marriage with his childhood sweetheart. He risks soiling the Romeo and Juliet sort of devoted 

love Ella, his wife, offers him. The constancy, trust, their ability to talk about such serious 

subjects as suicide, guilt and playing the role of God—these are the things Markus is gambling in 

trying to be part of a life outside of his hometown of Zühlen.  

 However, despite all of these good, secure things, the protagonists are dissatisfied. These 

relationships are often either one-sided, too flawless or restricting. As previously discussed, 

while Jeanne’s parents take responsibility for Jeanne’s well-being and safety, it is because of 

them that she is in danger, living in paranoia. And though the Familienzelle is safe and intimate, 

it often becomes entrapping. More than once does the dinner table turn into an interrogation—

Jeanne at one end and her parents at the other. And while she may rely on her parents for her 

clothes (which are not trendy) and her food, there is never enough money. They travel from stash 

to stash and former comrade to former comrade in search of financial support. After fifteen years 

of underground living and unfulfilled promises, Jeanne finds herself in a place where she is 

willing to risk what security and sense of community she has with her parents.  

 However, not only Jeanne finds herself dissatisfied. Lynn lacks the companionship she 

finds with Koji. With David she has sex, a successful and hard-working boyfriend. But even the 

sex is interrupted by stopwatches, swim practices. When she returns to him after her go-go 

dancing in the early hours of the morning, she lies in bed with him, but is offered no blanket, no 

sign of affection.  
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 And while these imperfections in their relationships with their family and/or close friends 

exist, the protagonists are still unwilling to give these people up entirely. Their families and close 

friends form the basic foundation of their identities; they give the protagonists a history. Shots of 

Jeanne with her parents in the car are— to Jeanne, to the other protagonists of the Berliner 

Schule— something they depend on. 

 The next question is: in this balance of security and dissatisfaction, what forces drive the 

protagonists to finally venture out of their secure worlds? 

The “Bubble” 

In an interview, director Christian Petzold talks about the characters in his film 

Gespenster (2005), how they are like Gespenster, or ghosts, themselves. He explains this 

ghostliness with the metaphor of the “bubble.” The two girls featured in this film have “no social 

definition. […] They want to have an identity, and they can’t identify with doing an 

apprenticeship or anything like that …This ‘living in a bubble’, the effort of trying to establish 

contact with so-called ‘life’, that’s what this film is about” (Petzold). Although not all of the 

protagonists of the Berliner Schule inhabit the arcane fringes of society—some are teachers, 

locksmiths—it seems that many of them are also trapped within their own bubbles: lonely, 

unable to fully connect to society. Even though Gespenster was not taken into consideration and 

analyzed for this project, Petzold’s commentary only corroborates the trends observed not only 

in his other films, but those of his cohorts in the Berliner Schule as well. This dissatisfaction 

with, and growing out of, this life inside the claustrophobic bubble is one of the forces that drive 

the protagonists out of their secure worlds. 

Analysis: Jeanne’s Bubble in Die innere Sicherheit 
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Petzold’s film Die innere Sicherheit offers a strong example of a protagonist living in her 

lonely “bubble.” Her world revolves around her parents. Any relation to people outside of their 

family is immediately mistrusted; whatever brief connections are established they break quickly 

and cleanly. Jeanne is trained to do this herself. For example, when Jeanne is sitting at the beach 

bar in Portugal, a man approaches her. He has translated his menu into German and would like 

her to proofread it for him. She does this, but only until she spies her father’s disapproving look 

from the beach. Immediately she returns the menu to the man and rushes off to join her father, 

who, in their hurried walk across the parking lot, interrogates her about the encounter. However, 

it is not wholly unjust that Clara and Hans keep Jeanne so isolated.  

Throughout the film the encounters with strangers often lead to situations which may 

compromise the security of this fugitive family. In fact, the man at the restaurant appears again: 

this time, he has beat Hans and Jeanne to the train station locker where they have stored a duffle 

bag stuffed with cash. The two arrive to find this man riffling through the duffle bag, crowbar in 

hand. The scene culminates in an explosively quick fight scene, during which Jeanne is hit in the 

head with the crowbar and Hans is knocked unconscious. Although Jeanne did not reveal 

anything about her family in helping the man translate the menu (other than the fact that she 

could speak German), the viewer links the two encounters: Jeanne helps stranger, Hans warns 

Jeanne about speaking with strangers, stranger harms Hans and Jeanne. The reasoning seems 

simple enough. In order to keep the family unit viable, Jeanne,—the loose “third wheel,” so to 

speak—must be invisible to society, must not interact with its members beyond the menial 

purchasing of a coke or a few family groceries.  

 Although her parents are her protective world apart from society, Jeanne is oftentimes 

isolated within that nuclear bubble—living in a “bubble within a bubble”, so to speak. Both Hans 
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and Clara can engage in a parental relationship with Jeanne, but only Clara and Hans can engage 

in a marital relationship—where Jeanne is inevitably, and naturally, excluded. Without another 

sibling or playmate, Jeanne is left alone downstairs listening to the sounds of her parents having 

sexual intercourse. It is this isolation, this “third-wheel” situation, which often leads Jeanne to 

explore and, as far as her parents and their insecurities are concerned, “get into trouble.”  Bored 

and relatively annoyed downstairs, Jeanne leaves the family’s hideout and seeks out Heinrich. 

The scene selection guide on the DVD for Die innere Sicherheit calls this scene simply: “Date 

with Heinrich”—an appropriate title. This is Jeanne’s romance to parallel the one she is not 

allowed to take part in. 

This scene offers a clear example of Jeanne’s bubble within the family unit. It is evening-

time, Jeanne and Heinrich are sitting on a ledge; the ocean is in the background. At one point, 

Heinrich asks her: “Was machen deine Eltern?” Jeanne responds dryly, with sarcasm and 

evasion: “Ficken.” With this splash of blunt humor, Jeanne reveals, though somewhat ironically, 

loyalty to her parents (though this could, of course, merely reference Jeanne’s habitual 

guardedness with strangers); her tone and distinct word choice also reveal bitterness. Jeanne 

laughs. Heinrich laughs. But for Jeanne, this is the first time, as far as the film is concerned, that 

Jeanne is able to vent, even if in only one word, to someone of her own age, to someone who is 

not a parent.  

 Petzold, however, does not only leave it to plot (Hans and Clara having sex means Jeanne 

is left alone) to illustrate Jeanne’s isolation and dissatisfaction within the Familienzelle—he 

reinforces this with camera framing and eyeline matches as well. In the first scene on the beach, 

that is, after she has left Heinrich at the bar, Jeanne and her parents are sitting there in the sand. 

However, Jeanne is sitting alone, apart from her parents. She is listening to her headphones, 
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completely enveloped in her own world. She cannot hear her parents as they discuss their 

situation, how it has become precarious there in Portugal. “Wir müssen ja weg Clara,” Hans 

says, and both he and Clara direct their gaze towards Jeanne. Here, the camera follows their view 

to Jeanne, Jeanne’s view to the ocean—suggestive perhaps of openness and freedom. Across this 

image Heinrich is walking with his surfboard at the edge of the waves. In the foreground a trash 

can obscures Jeanne’s view of Heinrich—a subtle visual indication of her separation even from 

him. These eyeline matches are the only thing connecting the four characters. Hans and Clara 

occupy shots together, while Jeanne is framed alone, and relatively close up (it is obvious that 

she is seated in the sand, but the viewer is not really afforded a glimpse of her situation there). 

This scene offers one example of this use of framing to isolate Jeanne. Shots in the film often run 

as such: a shot of Hans and Clara followed by a shot of Jeanne; visually, the audience notes this 

separation.  

 Petzold sets Jeanne’s independence and isolation as standard in the very first images in 

the film. This, however, was not initially the case. In his commentary with the film, Petzold 

admits that the film was to begin originally with an image of Clara and Jeanne on the beach, 

Jeanne reading Heinrich Heine’s “Die Heimkehr.” The poem brackets pastoral images of 

springtime with “Mein Herz, mein Herz ist traurig” (Heine 1), ending with the speaker wishing 

that a man he spies with a gun “schösse mich tot” (24). Although opening the film with this 

poem would suggest the hopelessness of the family and would foreshadow how they will not be 

able to share in the joy of their own Heimkehr to Germany, the situation would at once establish 

a connection between mother and daughter.  

Petzold explains in the commentary that Jeanne “erst einmal außerhalb der Familie 

gezeigt werden [Pause] muss und dann erst hinein tauchen [...] Dieser Film muss einfach mit 
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zum mitten in den Lebenstrom hineinschneiden.“ So instead of beginning with mother and 

daughter, comfortable and intimate on the beach, Petzold opens with a shot of Jeanne looking 

over her shoulder. He begins with paranoia, with melancholy. The song Jeanne puts on the 

jukebox is melancholic and full of Sehnsucht. The camera comes close to her table, where she is 

smoking and cradling a drink—looking perhaps a little too old for her age. Petzold establishes 

Jeanne as isolated and paranoid, unsociable—he establishes her bubble from the very beginning.  

While the beginning of the film establishes Jeanne’s bubble on the one hand, it also sets 

up the precedent for this bubble to be broken. It is also in the first scene that she meets Heinrich. 

The audience sees Jeanne first, not with her parents, as Petzold originally intended, but with 

Heinrich, the outsider.  

Throughout the film Jeanne loosens the ropes of her parents’ restrictions and her paranoia 

and tries to establish more contact between herself and the world, despite the consequences—

whether they be physical, monetary, emotional. Evidenced largely in her body language and 

general demeanor, there is a very strong contrast between Jeanne’s meeting with Heinrich in the 

first scene and her meetings with him that follow. 

As already alluded to, Jeanne’s paranoia is evident in the first scene in the film. The first 

shot of the entire film encapsulates the nervous glance thrown over the shoulder. Her encounter 

with Heinrich is unsought; he comes to her. As she is sitting at her table, her view cranes over to 

a shot of some surfers talking amongst each other on the beach. It is not entirely clear as to 

whether Jeanne and Heinrich make eye contact through this shot, though this shot is the 

precedent to Heinrich’s “invasion” of Jeanne’s space. He asks for a cigarette. She doesn’t say 

anything. All of her movements are jittery, mechanical almost. In Heinrich’s attempt at small-

talk, he directs her attention to the waves. In following his gaze she spots her father on the beach 
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and begins to hyperventilate; she dives under the table: “Ich muss jetzt los.” And los she goes, 

leaving Heinrich confused and stunned at this girl’s strange behavior. Through this initial scene 

it becomes clear that Jeanne is paranoid, not only of strangers, but also of the suspicious gaze of 

her parents. 

In fact, her parents are often the impetus for her sudden flights. Either she spots them and 

takes off running in an attempt to hide her social inquisitiveness, or they come to her and 

interrupt her social experiment. After all, her ventures into the world and out of her bubble could 

open doors of compromise for the family.  

Regardless of her parents’ wishes and her own habitual paranoia, Jeanne does venture 

from her bubble. In the scene “Date with Heinrich,” when she is squeezed from the communion 

of her parents, she seeks out Heinrich, who had initially sought her out. She asks him questions, 

probing to find out what life is like outside of her sheltered world: “Hast du Geschwister? Wie 

war es an der Schule? Was machst du abends?” Heinrich is part of a community, experiences a 

life that everyone, except for Jeanne it seems, experiences. In reaching out to Heinrich, Jeanne 

gains knowledge of a world that she is missing. It stirs longing and dissatisfaction. This is the 

first real step in Jeanne’s active rebellion against her parents in pursuit of something new—a life 

of her own.   

Although this is not the only goal, a life of his or her own—an assertion of 

independence— is what many of the protagonists in the Berliner Schule films seek to find. 

Jeanne of Die innere Sicherheit serves as a teenage example, but repressed, isolated teenagers are 

not the only ones to break forth from their bubbles in exploration of something new.  

Markus’ Bubble in Sehnsucht 
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Valeska Grisebach’s Sehnsucht (2006), for instance, boils down to the simple story of an 

affair. Markus, a locksmith in the small town of Zühlen, has not only a steady job, but a loving 

wife who is also his childhood sweetheart. Everything is constant, sicher—that is, until a series 

of events (his interference in a couple’s attempted suicide and his volunteer firefighter training 

retreat) set the stage for what will become the main conflict: his affair with the waitress, Rose, 

who serves the men on the retreat.  

Markus, in effect, creates two lives for himself through this affair. He is intimate with 

both women, in all the caresses and deep eye-searching.  However, interestingly enough, Markus 

is only shown engaging in intercourse with Ella, his wife. The only “tangible” evidence of a 

sexual affair between Markus and Rose are their affections and frequent make-out sessions. The 

lack of any actual sex scenes in the affair opens the following question: if it is that there is sex in 

the marriage but no sex in the affair, why continue with the affair?  

What Rose offers Markus is the opportunity to have a life outside of Zühlen—a second, 

different life. At times, this new life parallels the old: for example, there are scenes of Markus 

and Ella with their immediate family as well as scenes of Markus and Rose with Rose’s family. 

He is adopted into both lives, passing the ketchup just as easily in one family as in the other. And 

yet, as ordinary and similar to his “old” life this new one with Rose is, his affair with Rose offers 

him the opportunity to experience the nuances of a life that isn’t the one planned for him since 

grade school. In an interview with Die Zeit, Grisebach says: „Wenn man an einem anderen Ort 

wäre, einen anderen Menschen getroffen, sich anders entschieden hätte, sich trauen würde.“ This 

is the game that Markus experiments with: the one on the other side of the coin, a world outside 

of his perfect, yet tiny and quotidian life.   
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The idea of the bubble that Christian Petzold employed to describe his protagonists in 

Gespenster is then also applicable to many of the other protagonists of the Berliner Schule 

repertoire. The bubble’s skin may be composed of anything: too much familiarity, place, or 

social and emotional isolation. Regardless of the form of the bubble, these protagonists feel a 

drive, a Sehnsucht if you will, to emerge from the state they are in (which also happens to be the 

English title of Die innere Sicherheit: The State I am in)—in search of something new, better.  

Search for Identity, Need to Matter 

In a way, the protagonists’ search for their identities and their desire to matter, for their 

lives to have meaning—these go hand in hand with their desire to break out of their restrictive 

bubbles. This search acts as another force pushing the protagonists in a new direction. Inside the 

bubble, everything about their lives is so clearly defined and structured. These characters explore 

how they may change the shape of their lives: how they look, feel; who the other players in their 

lives will be. For characters like Jeanne, emerging from her bubble also means the chance to 

matter to someone, to be more than a ghost passing through. There is a sense of urgency in these 

films, that unless the protagonists do something and change their situation, life will be 

incomplete and they will end up lost and forgotten. 

Jeanne as Gespenst and Teenager  

Once again, Jeanne of Die innere Sicherheit serves as a good example of a protagonist 

who feels the urgency to change her situation. As previously discussed, she lives essentially in 

isolation. Though she has the affections of her parents, she is oftentimes, and understandably so, 

excluded from all aspects of relational intimacy; she is also cut off from society. As a friendless 

and hormonal teenager, it comes as no surprise that she would suddenly “rebel” against her 

parents. In his article “Kein Ché-Guevara-T-Shirt,” Dirk Schneider says: “Geld, Bleibe und eine 
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durch Dokumente verbürgte Identität, die Grundsäulen der bürgerlichen Existenz, sind die 

dringendsten Bedürfnisse von Hans und Clara. Und nichts könnte gerade wichtiger sein für 

Jeanne als CDs, Klamotten und Rumknutschen.“ These, of course, are simply superficial causes. 

They exist no doubt: Jeanne, upon meeting a girl with “cool” music and “cool” clothes, later 

steals trendy wear from the department store H&M (including the very T-shirt the girl had worn 

when Jeanne met her); she steals CDs; she makes out with Heinrich. And while all this may 

simply sound like the actions of a troubled teenager, which, given her living situation, she is—it 

is indicative of something much deeper.  

Without any connection to the outside world, Jeanne runs the risk of having a life that is, 

in effect, meaningless, unseen and unheard. She is, as far as society is concerned, a ghost—

though even ghosts cause some stir. Because her parents, and therefore Jeanne, are fugitives, she 

cannot pursue a normal life. If Jeanne wants to leave behind her fingerprints, it must be the result 

of a short engagement; she is not afforded the opportunity to cultivate relationships outside her 

family—that is, until Heinrich. 

Heinrich is the surfer who approaches her on the beach. He is the one Jeanne goes back 

to, the reason why Portugal all of a sudden is “keine Scheiß’ mehr” when Clara and Hans 

announce to Jeanne that they need to pack up and leave. Heinrich offers Jeanne the verbal and 

physical affirmation of the opposite sex: you’re beautiful, you’re interesting, I like you. His 

interest in her is the first of Jeanne’s incentives to steal H&M clothes (though at that point she 

has not yet discovered his presence in Germany) and to express disgust at the “beschissenes” 

sweatshirt her father Hans buys for her at the gas station. Suddenly she has a reason to care about 

her appearance and to pay attention to the trends. Music and fashion: these trends are often so 
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important to teenagers and are two of the major deciders in social clicks and teenage-identity. 

Jeanne, at fifteen, is now discovering them. Heinrich is the impetus to these changes in Jeanne.  

Petzold asks the question: why does she go back if her relationship with Heinrich is a 

threat to the family? In addition to the reasons already discussed, it is important to return to the 

idea that Jeanne feels the need to symbolically leave her fingerprints behind in some way in 

order to prove her existence. In the commentary to the film, during a scene in which Jeanne and 

Heinrich are talking to each other in bed (her own intimate situation), Petzold says that, despite 

the dangers and the consequences, Jeanne returns to Heinrich because she both “will kein 

Gespenst mehr sein” and “weil sie eine Spur hinterlassen will.” She wants to leave her mark 

somewhere. Even though she abandons Heinrich in the end of the film, even though at one point 

she angrily insults him, she leaves a memory of herself with him, and in that way she is able to 

exist.  

Lynn: Masks, Sternzeichen and Death 

 Lynn of Maria Speth’s In den Tag hinein is another example of a Berliner Schule figure 

who shares in this search for identity and in the need to matter to someone, whether that be a 

boyfriend or a new acquaintance. Unable to provide herself with a solid self-definition, Lynn 

adopts a multitude of identities: kerchiefed cashier, femme fatale booted club dancer, 

irresponsible younger sister, aunt, erotic girlfriend. Christian Buß describes Lynn’s life, saying: 

“Tagsüber sitzt sie an der Kasse einer Kantine, nachts ist sie als Go-Go-Tänzerin unterwegs. Ihre 

Ziele sind überschaubar: die nächste Zigarette, das nächste Dosenbier, die nächste Portion 

Pommes.“ And while she does float from life to life, often carelessly and impulsively, Buß’ 

assumptions are still rather superficial.  
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Upon a first viewing, Lynn is almost dislikable because of her seemingly pneumatic and 

capricious tendencies. Upon more viewings of the film, however, these very traits begin to 

inspire pity; they raise the question: just who is Lynn? Beneath all of these jobs and masks and 

cigarettes, Lynn reveals, first of all, her inability to answer this simple question and, secondly, 

how each of these masks serve as attempts to establish an answer to this question. Underneath 

her spontaneous, brazen, and paradoxically guarded exterior, Lynn is full of insecurity.  

Rather than share her fears and identity struggle with her brother or with her boyfriend 

David, she makes herself vulnerable and admits to these insecurities when she is with Koji, the 

Japanese foreign exchange student. Whereas her boyfriend David only knows Lynn as his sex-

charged girlfriend, and her brother only as his irresponsible sister who comes and goes when she 

pleases—Koji comes to know all the colors of Lynn’s chameleon skin. He pays her for his lunch 

in the Mensa. In the earliest hours of the morning, when Lynn is scrounging for a breakfast after 

a night of dancing, Koji, up early for his job, cleans up the ice Lynn scatters with a clumsy knock 

of her bike. He is riding the out-of-focus bike that is following Lynn and her brother in the cab. 

There again when she is adjusting her underwear in the street, clunking around in her thick-

heeled boots. Granted, it is possible that Lynn feels comfortable to express her fears to Koji 

simply because he does not speak German very well and therefore has no complete basis on 

which to judge her. However, he is the only character in the film who witnesses Lynn in all of 

her different attires and attitudes.  Despite her extremes, Koji expresses interest in her just the 

same. 

Before moving on to the fears that she does admit to Koji, there is another interesting 

third-party perspective applied to the discussion of Lynn’s identity in the film. One day in the 

Mensa with her co-worker, Lynn bursts out into giggles while this friend reads aloud Lynn’s 
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horoscope. “Das heißt, bei dir die Gefarbe steht, dass du dich immer über dein Gegenüber 

definierst. Und du dich somit immer selbst verlierst. Aber im Gegenüber stehst du im Widder.” 

Lynn’s boyfriend David is a dedicated world-class swimmer for whom perfection, punctuality 

and stopwatches are of greatest importance. He is that Gegenüber for Lynn. Lynn tries to be 

polite and keep her composure, and although she is unable to take her co-worker seriously, her 

horoscope contains a grain of truth. Lynn creates her identity not only through her myriad of 

identities, but by defining herself by what she is not. She creates a “negative space” image of 

herself, as in drawing: the black space around the canvas delineates and therefore defines her 

figure. Interestingly enough, it is after her co-worker reads Lynn’s horoscope that Koji, Lynn’s 

equally “free spirit” and new opportunity for self-discovery, flies across the screen towards the 

buffet.  

Here, Lynn’s giggling serves as an example of the tension between her flippancy and her 

real desires to understand her identity and for someone else to understand her. Her reaction to her 

co-worker’s reading could be interpreted as either encompassing both ends of the spectrum or 

only one of those extremes. Lynn laughs, but urges her co-worker to continue, stifling her 

giggles all the while. Even when Lynn makes comments to Koji on serious issues, she does so 

off-handedly, as though the thought had just occurred to her. For example, after Lynn and Koji 

see a French film, Lynn, referencing presumably the end of the film, says that she could never 

actually kill herself. Suicide: not a particularly cheery topic to bring up at a post-movie dinner. 

As alluded to previously, Koji’s poor German skills provide Lynn with only an awkward smile 

as a response to her ponderous remark. Though he cannot give her a proper communicative 

response, Koji demonstrates to Lynn his desire to understand her and to know her. To her then, 
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this relationship is worth the risk of damaging hers with David—though she is reluctant to 

relinquish this as well. 

In both grasping at all her straws and simultaneously tossing some of them away to see if 

anyone is looking, Lynn betrays her desire to be noticed and to matter. Like Jeanne, she wants to 

be sure that she will be remembered, that she will be cared about, that she will be missed. During 

a night of heavy drinking with Koji, Lynn tells Koji a story about her childhood. As a child, she 

used to hide in a closet and wait for someone to miss her and come looking for her. She says that 

as she waited there, she often thought about her own death and imagined the scene her death 

would cause: people crying and mourning her. And this scene, she admits, made her happy. She 

then awakes out of her reminiscence and concludes, saying that she would always end up falling 

asleep in her hiding place and that no one ever came to look for her. This story not only 

foreshadows Lynn’s death at the end of the film, but also explains quite explicitly her fear of 

being forgotten and unimportant.  

Koji then offers her a form of salvation from the realization of this fear. His ability to 

accept her despite her many faces and their language barrier, his willingness to try and 

understand her, as well as his openness with her—these characteristics could assuage Lynn’s fear 

of being alone and forgotten. Even though David abandons her for his swim practice and her 

brother and sister-in-law constantly threaten to kick her out of the apartment, Lynn grasps onto 

them as well in the hope of being of some importance to them, of being a part of their lives. And 

even though Koji is, to some extent, a threat to those relationships, he is just as vulnerable and 

adventurous as she—altogether worth the risk.  

German Identity and the Berliner Schule: Society, Cinema, Location 
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It could be argued that these characters may be symbols of a German society in search of 

its identity. These characters are products of a society that has either rejected them or allowed 

them to flow mundanely through life. With the fall of the Wall and the Wiedervereinigung, 

Germans have had to adapt and merge and compromise in attempting to reunite East and West. 

Simultaneously, Germany has also been faced with the challenge of finding and establishing its 

footing in a quick-paced, rapidly-globalizing world, and of discovering its role in the European 

Union and in the economic and cultural markets. As these characters reach out to new 

experiences in the hope that they will not only form their own identity, but also secure their 

fingerprints in the world, they are doing so on a micro scale that speaks for both the micro and 

macro of German society. 

Although this work focuses primarily on the characters in the films, it cannot be 

overlooked that the films of the Berliner Schule themselves seem to strive for individuality and 

identity. In a market that panders to films of the stock Hollywood variety, those of the Berliner 

Schule seem to purposely set themselves apart from typical Hollywood films: stylistically, 

thematically, etcetera—in attempting to create a cinema that is strictly German.  

One of the ways that the films accomplish this is through specificity of location. In his 

introduction to an interview with director Christoph Hochhäusler, Marco Abel comments:  

“Gone are the days of the so-called ‘German fun-culture’ comedies that dominated the 

screens at home in the 1990s, with almost any German film looking as if it could have 

taken place just about anywhere; now we find a host of new films that display a distinct 

interest in specifically German locations, stories and socio-political circumstances.” 

 

These films express the human desire for identity and a niche; they also express that same desire 

for a culture and a country. The films leave Germany’s “fingerprints” everywhere—whatever the 

political or sociological commentary might be. Like Abel says, these films are more specific in 

location. Valeska Grisebach names Zühlen and builds its rural spaces from its wide fields down 
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to its small workshops. In In den Tag hinein, Maria Speth trails Lynn and Koji through Berlin, 

taking moving pictures of the old rail supports, the hollowed out nighttime S-Bahnen—lingering 

even on the image of the two at a Reuterstraße 66 gas station where Lynn buys them some beer. 

Each of the directors within the school grounds their stories in specific, very German—even if, 

like in Die innere Sicherheit, the story begins in a place like Portugal—localities, allowing these 

localities not only to express an identity of their own, but to form to the characters in their own 

Identitätssuche. 

 Berlin’s Identity and the Berliner Schule 

To take the idea of “identity through location” in the Berliner Schule a step further: these 

films, while offering a visual identity for Germany and German film, also do so specifically for 

Berlin, as the name Berliner Schule might suggest. Christian Petzold says:  

“Es gibt ja in Berlin diese Suche nach einem Berliner Roman oder einen Berlin-Film, 

also eine Form von Kunst, die uns endlich wieder eine Identität gibt. Diese Erzählungen 

einer geglückten Identitätssuche, die in der deutschen Literature vor allem mit dem 

Entwicklungs- und Bildungsroman á la Goethes ‚Wilhelm Meister’ ausgeprägt war, die 

gibt es nicht mehr. Aber die Sehnsucht nach diesen Romanen ist da, und daraus speist 

sich der Film [Gespenster].“  

 

Although not all of the films take place in Berlin, many of the films of the Berliner Schule 

propose, in effect, a solution to this missing Berliner identity.  

Maria Speth’s film In den Tag hinein is an excellent example of such a film. It takes 

place in Berlin, but does not flaunt the city’s historical and touristy landmarks. Christian Buß 

says that „Maria Speth zeigt ein Berlin, in der die alten Wertsteigerungsversprechen der 

Weltstadt nicht mehr greifen.“ It inhabits a ghostly version of Berlin: still mornings by the 

fountain, desolate gas stations, half-empty S-Bahn cars. With their familiarity and their longing 

for recognition, newness and future promise, these films mimic the state of the characters who 

travel through them. „Die Hauptstadt, hier wird sie zu einer Topographie der Tristesse“ (Buß). 
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The “bubbles” of these characters inhabit their dissatisfaction—all of this is reflected in the 

landscape of the city. Selim Rauer, speaking specifically of the writers of Revolver, says that 

they “utilisent Berlin comme une métaphore de certains aspects de la culture allemande.” 

Through Berlin, many of the films of the Berliner Schule find a discourse in which they may 

establish a cultural identity: for Berlin, for their characters and—as it is the political and arguably 

cultural capital—for Germany.  

Collision Between Old and New  

Now that it is clearer as to why the protagonists of the Berliner Schule abandon their 

comfortable known worlds in exploration of new ones, there remains the question: what happens 

when these two worlds collide?—because in the Berliner Schule these worlds do inevitably 

collide in one way or another.  

In the Berliner Schule, the two most poignant results of these collisions are: the necessity 

of choosing between one world and the other, and the degradation of the family unit. No one, 

from Maren Ade’s Der Wald vor lauter Bäumen (2003) to the films discussed here, is able to 

maintain control of both their old worlds and the new ones they explore. There is a tension 

between old and new, what is comfortable and what is “irrational” (as the members of the 

familiar family/friend unit might suggest). When the two worlds discover each other, or even 

when one discovers the existence of the other, there is friction. It becomes apparent that the two 

cannot exist for the protagonists: they must ultimately choose between loyalty to the one or 

dedication (even stubborn, unwisely irrational dedication) to the other.  

Either as a final result of this choosing or as a result of the “collision” itself, these films 

show a tendency toward entropy. The original family unit, having been compromised or 
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neglected, disintegrates for the protagonist. The activity of the protagonist outside the bounds of 

the family unit results in fissures in the protagonist’s social and familial foundation. 

A Starting Point: Dichotomy of Fremder versus Familie 

The first scene of Die innere Sicherheit, previously analyzed in the discussion of Jeanne’s 

bubble, offers perhaps the strongest contrast between her original relationship to her parents 

versus hers with the outside world (i.e. Heinrich). None of the films present the original “comfort 

zones” of the protagonists as being entirely “comfortable”—and Die innere Sicherheit is no 

exception. The first scene, however, while hinting at mistrust and suspicion among the family 

members, also shows very clearly the extremes of the seesaw: how this peak in her relationship 

with her parents will change places with that of Heinrich, the outsider.  

In this first scene, the effect of Jeanne’s introduction to Heinrich is not yet evident. 

Though it provides foreshadowing, the scene more importantly establishes the existence of two 

worlds within the film. As already discussed, Jeanne’s demeanor when she is with Heinrich at 

the bar is uneasy, paranoid. Her movements are jittery and unnatural. She gives more attention to 

her glass than to Heinrich—her hands are turning and even almost massaging the glass, her eyes 

are locked on it. This is a stark contrast to her demeanor when she joins her father on the beach. 

Her movements become fluid and wholly natural: she runs up to Hans from behind, skipping 

almost. The two are engaged as they talk about what Jeanne has been doing that morning. Her 

father Hans even admonishingly jokes with her, asking her if she had been smoking. At this point 

in the film, Jeanne is only able to be comfortable within her bubble, around her family—the 

people she knows. This will change throughout the film. Though Jeanne does not become 

uncomfortable with her family per se, the tension between her and her parents rises significantly 

as her relationship with Heinrich progresses. The existence of these two worlds and the struggle 
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to reconcile them are conflicts that exist not only in Die innere Sicherheit, but in the other 

Berliner Schule films as well.  

The above-described scene shows the two worlds as they exist before they initiate friction 

within the protagonist. Jeanne, like the other protagonists of the Berliner Schule, is incapable of 

keeping these two worlds suspended apart from one another. The new acquaintances have an 

effect on the family/friend circle, even if they two sets of characters never actually sit at a lunch 

table together, like in In den Tag hinein. Irregardless, conflict is inevitable. When these two 

worlds collide, the compromise and degradation of the family unit are the starkest and most 

permanent results.  

Heinrich’s Betrayal, Jeanne’s Betrayal 

Jeanne’s relationship with Heinrich is rather paradoxical: wavering between guardedness 

and trust. Although Jeanne first reacts to Heinrich with her accustomed paranoia, distrust and 

taciturnity, she does warm up to him. She allows him to draw her out of both the bubble of her 

family and her individual bubble, learning about romantic and physical love, about normal life as 

a teenager. For this Jeanne is willing to sneak away from her parents and lie to them. With all of 

this secrecy, there is the sense that she knows that her relationship with him is perilous—

something that she has known from the very first scene of the film. And though her paranoia 

shifts more onto her parents than onto Heinrich, not wishing to be “caught”, she still guards 

herself with Heinrich. She knows that Heinrich had concocted a dramatic tale of his family in 

Portugal. She hears him lie to his boss at the pizza joint in order to spend a few more minutes 

with her, telling his boss that Jeanne was his sister whom he had not seen in years. As to why 

Jeanne finally admits the truth about her family to Heinrich is uncertain, part of the paradox. On 
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the one hand, she knows that he is a habitual liar; on the other, she has been lying to him as well, 

or, at the very least, hiding the truth from him.  

At the same time, the method that Heinrich uses to pry this information from Jeanne is 

the same that her parents use: interrogation. Several times throughout the film Hans and Clara 

stand opposite Jeanne, arms crossed, throwing question after question to find out where she has 

been, who she has seen, etcetera. And here in this scene, Heinrich is the one throwing the 

questions: “Warum verkleidest du dich? […] Warum schaust du dich herum?” He even turns his 

reading lamp on her face, putting her under the light of inspection.  

It is at this point that Jeanne’s two worlds begin to discover each other. Jeanne, while 

evading Heinrich’s probing questions, tells him that her paranoia has at the very least something 

to do with her parents. However, when Jeanne flees from Heinrich’s, she encounters Clara—and 

a second interrogation: “Wer ist er?” Clara understands immediately that the reason for Jeanne’s 

absence the night before was because of a boy, the presence of a Fremder. While Jeanne’s 

explanation to Heinrich raises more questions, Clara’s discovery of Jeanne’s relationship leads to 

parental interrogation at the kitchen table (not the first time) and the threat of flight. If Jeanne is 

in love with a boy, they cannot stay there. Her relationship with him is too dangerous for them, 

even if he doesn’t know anything, as she insists. This “one-sided collision” causes strife within 

the family, as evidenced by these interrogations, her parents’ cold silence at the table (while 

normally seated much closer to each other, Clara and Hans are isolated from each other in the 

frame; their eyes are focused, not on each other, but on the table—they are relying on their own 

thoughts and not collaboration between them).  It is only when Jeanne confesses (though falsely) 

that she does not love Heinrich that her parents decide to remain where they have settled. This 
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occurring as the family is driving away from the town; their decision is shown via an abrupt U-

turn back into town. 

Jeanne runs into another wall after her run-in with Heinrich while her parents are robbing 

the bank. Her rash verbal abuse of Heinrich and the coincidence of her family’s dubious presence 

at the bank eliminate Jeanne’s hopes of evasion. She tells Heinrich about her family, how “wir 

leben im Untergrund.“ She tells him where they are hiding, does not contradict his claim that she 

and her family robbed the bank that afternoon. And while she is upset, crying in his arms, 

whimpering, in effect, “Yes, I’ll stay with you”—Jeanne also finally becomes aware that this is 

the breaking point, the place where she must make a decision either way.  

Jeanne is not able to have both worlds; try as she might to slip between the two, they are 

unfortunately mutually exclusive. With both parties aware of the other, Jeanne finally 

understands the hopelessness of her situation. Either she can remain with Heinrich or she can 

remain with her parents.  

Heinrich offers to buy her a soda again from the vending machines outside. Jeanne 

accepts, and, as she had done the time before, she escapes through the window. Her decision to 

return to her parents proves wise: Heinrich is dialing the police on the pay phone.  

In this way, the film indicates that Jeanne is foolish in exploring a world outside her 

known bubble. All of her efforts in a new arena prove detrimental, all the way from the man at 

the restaurant to Heinrich. She is only safe within the Familienzelle. Safe within the car, at the 

dinner table. There, the world is simple, trustworthy—even if her parents do not trust her, she 

can trust them. She must. So long as the bubble-world of her parents exists, Jeanne is not able to 

function properly in society outside of that bubble. 

Markus’ Affair and the Degradation of the Family Unit 
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Markus of Valeska Grisebach’s Sehnsucht creates a fragile situation for himself. When 

Jeanne’s parents find out about Heinrich, they do not cease being her parents. In Markus’ 

situation, however, if Ella discovers his affair with Rose, he risks losing Ella as his wife—the 

fundamental basis of their relationship is in danger. And yet, he does risk this over and over 

again: an affair spanning two small towns cannot last long without arousing Ella’s suspicion. The 

situation is “a ticking time bomb.” Eventually Markus’ balancing act between two lives will have 

to tumble to the ground; eventually Ella will see the mess, or be the one to cause the plates to 

come crashing down. 

In Sehnsucht, Markus is not necessarily afforded the choice between remaining with his 

wife or with his lover. He is forced out of both. On the evening that Markus leaves Ella in a 

confused and guilty state, he goes to Rose in order to break off the relationship—something he is 

too weak to do. While he and Rose are sitting on the balcony outside his bedroom, Rose slips off 

the balcony and ends up in the hospital: a grotesquely humorous happening, but one that shuts 

Markus out of Rose’s goodwill and opens the door for the collision of his worlds to occur. 

Markus is sent a report of Rose’s state in the mail. Ella intercepts this and pieces together his 

strange attitude—“irgendwie [ist er] nachts ganz anders als am Tag”; the reason for his sudden 

departure, etcetera. This letter is the collision of Markus’ worlds.  

The existence of a second world for Markus reveals itself to be inexcusable. Already cast 

away from Rose, Markus returns to Zühlen to discover that Ella has left him. She is staying at a 

relative’s and is unwilling to return to him. He is left alone with the rabbit, a family pet present 

throughout the film, and arguably a symbol of Markus’ infidelity. For this symbol of rampant 

sexuality and infidelity, he builds a new cage. The cage complete, the rabbit fed from his hand, 

Markus sits alone in his workshop with a shotgun. His infidelity, his venture outside of the 
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original and established family unit—this results in alienation from the family unit, alienation 

from his new contact, guilt and alienation from himself. The marriage is dissolved, though 

unofficially. Trust has been compromised. Also, Markus himself seems to fall apart. Alone with 

his shotgun and his rabbit, he attempts to commit suicide, shooting himself in the chest. He 

survives, unable to escape the consequences of his actions.  

Sehnsucht, like Die innere Sicherheit and other films of the Berliner Schule, reveals that 

the efforts of the dissatisfied protagonist to seek out a new situation leads inevitably to both the 

need to decide between situations and the disintegration of the original, which often proves to be 

the more secure. “You can’t have everything” could even be the mantra of these films. Whether 

intentional or not, the message hinted at in these films is that the attempt to leave what is familiar 

and comfortable often leads to tragedy of one sort or another. What is new is also dangerous and 

insecure and when the character realizes this, the character is unable to return to what was 

secure. It, the family unit or circle of close friends, has been damaged—whether through broken 

trust, ambivalence or some irresponsibility on the part of the protagonist.  

Question of Resolution in the Berliner Schule 

 The resolutions to the Berliner Schule films are relatively open. Though Lynn dies at the 

end of In den Tag hinein, her story and her memory are passed onto Koji. Lynn’s story is 

summed up, her desire to be remembered is fulfilled through Koji—but what about Koji? 

Petzold, director of Die innere Sicherheit, says of his own films in an interview with FOCUS 

Online: “Ich würde nie einen Film machen, der versucht, irgendetwas zu Ende zu führen. Ich 

versuche immer Filme zu machen, [...] Die keine Antworten geben, sondern Fragen stellen.“  

Even where there is a semblance of closure, like in Maria Speth’s In den Tag Hinein, the films 

remain relatively open.  
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In the discussion of the protagonists’ inability to juggle both worlds, it seems that the 

films speak to the folly of seeking out a new experience. And while that still resonates, the 

resolutions of the films complicate that somewhat. Each of the films ends in some sort of 

tragedy, whether figurative/physical death or marital complication. In some form, the films 

require that in order for the new world to be sustainable, the old one must pass. And yet, in the 

perfect inevitability of these tragedies, they are bittersweet. Lynn dies, but she is no longer the 

forgotten child asleep in the closet. No one mourns her alive, but in her death, there is someone 

there to mourn her and take care of her, even if it is only in sharing his headphones with her in a 

strange, though loving act. Though her venture with Koji ends in her own death (had she 

remained with David and gone with him to the airport, she would not have been hit by a car), she 

is able to “experience” the care and remembrance she has always desired. The inevitability of the 

tragedy and its bittersweet nature are two of the distinct traits of the resolutions to the Berliner 

Schule films, in addition to their vagueness and openness.  

Jeanne’s Sudden World of Possibilities 

 As Lynn’s own death is the solution to her struggles between her two worlds and between 

her insecurities, so are the deaths of Jeanne’s parents to her. The last scene of Die innere 

Sicherheit encompasses all of these traits noted in the other Berliner Schule films as far as 

resolutions are concerned: it is inevitable, bittersweet, liberating and open; it raises questions.  

 The deaths of Hans and Clara speak to the inevitability of the degradation of the family 

unit, alluded to in the discussion of Jeanne’s inability to sustain both the world of her parents and 

the new world with Heinrich.  

 In the final scene of the film, Jeanne and her parents are driving on a highway. There is 

then a shot from above: their white car is passed and overtaken by three black cars (note the 
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ominous symbolic contrast in car colors). The threat here comes from the outside. The camera is 

distanced, leaving the interior of the car where the camera has resided in the Familienzelle 

throughout the film. The black car before them releases some sort of bomb from its trunk, a 

second black car attempts, successfully, to run the white car off the road. The incident is quick, 

there is no drama to it. The white car is flipped off the road. When the dust has settled, so to 

speak, there is the sound of birds chirping, the image of grass, beams of sunlight. Here Tim 

Hardin’s “How Can We Hang on to a Dream”, which Jeanne had put on the jukebox at the very 

beginning of the film before her introduction to Heinrich—it begins to play again, non-

diagetically. At this point, Jeanne stands up, slightly discombobulated and scratched up—the 

camera canted up from beneath her. With the sounds of nature, the realization that she is the only 

survivor, and the overwhelmingly bright light of the sun over her in the frame, there is a strong 

sense that this is a reassertion of Jeanne’s independence.  

 This ending is for Jeanne bittersweet and conflicted. On the one hand, she is no longer 

burdened by her parents’ past. She can, theoretically, go among people her own age, listen to 

CDs and see movies. Petzold is relatively optimistic, saying in an interview with FOCUS Online, 

“Am Ende gebiert der Staat die Tochter neu, als Staatsbürgerin, für sich. Das Mädchen steht 

allein auf der Wiese, ohne Eltern, und ist im Grunde noch mal geboren worden.“ The camera 

angle makes her seem large, triumphant almost. With that and the burst of sunlight in the frame, 

the feeling of rebirth and of newness is very stark. Even Jeanne’s facial expression suggests a 

rebirth into a new world—she is blinded by the sun, squinting, confused. And while this suggests 

emergence even from the cave she has been living in, it also raises doubt and questions—just as 

Petzold hopes for his films. While Jeanne is no longer encumbered by her parents, she is now 
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also without financial support, parental care. Her old world is wiped out in a matter of moments. 

In all practicality, the end of the film raises the question: where does she go from here? 

 Petzold makes the interesting choice to bookend the film with the melancholy piano 

ballad “How Do We Hang on to a Dream?” by Tim Hardin. In the beginning of the film, Jeanne 

plays this song on the jukebox at the bar in Portugal. It is playing when she first meets Heinrich. 

At the end of the film, the song begins again. The repetition of this song adds to the open-

endedness of the film. Because the song is first heard in conjunction with Heinrich, it almost 

seems to suggest possibility in that romantic arena—though that particular relationship really has 

no future. Although she is not certainly aware of it, Heinrich has at this point betrayed her. The 

dream spoken of in the song is not viable and the question of “how to hang on to” it is a valid 

and also tragic question. The repetition of the song could also be interpreted as being a sign of 

her independence and a cue for her to maintain a dream, even if it is impossible or at the very 

least difficult to hang on to. While the song portends her assertion of independence through 

Heinrich in the beginning, here it portends her forced independence. The contrast of the sound, 

which is melancholy, and the image, which is bright, leaves the ending open to a wide range of 

possibilities.  

Markus’ Story Becomes Märchen 

Valeska Grisebach does not present any actual resolution. The viewer sees Markus being 

air-evacuated and knows that he survives the shotgun wound to the chest. This, however, only 

leads to questions—many of which sound like hooks for next week’s soap opera: what becomes 

of his situation? does he ever become reconciled to Ella? Grisebach, rather than presenting the 

viewer with a conclusion, opens it up for discussion, quite literally.  
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The very final scene in the movie exists outside of Markus’ story. A group of children sit 

on the landing of a jungle gym discussing the story, which here becomes a Märchen. They 

discuss it as if it has already become some sort of unsolved legend. The children talk about true 

love, argue whether or not Markus’ suicide attempt is somehow romantic, discuss with which of 

the two women they think Markus ends up. Though not seen, Grisebach feeds the children’s 

discussion with questions and her own opinions. She does not claim to know the solution or the 

moral punch line. In no way does she seek to resolve the film. It is through this open-ended 

discussion and mystery that Markus’ story (and therefore the film) becomes a vehicle for moral 

discussion. 

The films of the Berliner Schule are rather unwilling to resolve their conflicts for the 

audience in nicely bundled parcels. In no way do they resonate with feel-good Hollywood 

comedies or depressing avant-garde tragedies. While the actions of the protagonists result 

(whether directly or indirectly) in some form of tragedy, the outcome of those tragedies is 

bittersweet. And while that may complicate the assertion that these films criticize the naïve 

attempts of their protagonists to seek out something new, this bittersweetness comes off more as 

a redemptive element of grace for these characters—almost as if the films do not want to seem 

too obvious in their critique, nodding their commentary rather than shouting it. Part of the 

redemptive/tragic nature of the films’ resolutions is accomplished through leaving them rather 

open-ended. This leaves available the possibility for a new beginning and a new story, as with 

Jeanne; or the process of discussion and even community involvement (the children’s debate in 

Sehnsucht). They require reflection on the part of the viewer (e.g. Does true love exist?). In this 

way, the unresolved self-searching and conflicts of the protagonists remain not only with the 

protagonist, but are cast onto the viewer for reflection as well.  
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Concluding Remarks 

The Berliner Schule, while being united as a school in so many different ways (locale, 

style, pacing, etcetera), finds itself almost obsessively working over a common discourse of in 

the search for identity and meaning. (“Meaning” intended as being the sense of being important 

to someone else rather than in the cosmic sense). This search for identity manifests itself through 

the protagonists’ creation of dual lives and their struggle to maintain a hold on both; and not only 

to simply maintain a hold on these lives, but to maintain their identities within the old as well as 

in something that is “bigger” than what they have always known. Even the films themselves seek 

to construct an identity for themselves and for German cinema. The Berliner Schule tries to 

create an identity for German cinema that is distinct from that of Hollywood. Although the style, 

pacing and message of the films—because, after all, there are, if not one, many messages—speak 

more to this, the characters and their struggles do mirror the desire of the Berliner Schule for a 

rebirth of a distinctly original German cinema.  

Despite being so adamant about creating an identity for the films and—within the films—

for the characters, the films of the Berliner Schule are subtle in their implications. Perhaps this is 

why Oskar Roehler so glibly said that “es wird nie etwas wirklich gesagt” in these films. While 

hinting at the supposed follies of the protagonists in their attempts to connect with a new world, 

the films do not leave the characters wallowing in a tragic end; rather, they leave their characters 

in a bittersweet place, where not everything is hopeless, but not every road is smoothly paved. 

Rather than solve the conflict entirely, the directors leave their films open to discourse and 

discussion. As they reject the idea of drafting a manifesto to establish a doctrine for their style 

and film movement, the directors of the Berliner Schule also do not seek to throw their moral 

conclusions in the face of the viewer. It is even possible that these moral judgments on the 
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actions of their characters are not even premeditated. The subtlety, specificity and discursiveness 

of these films follow, to some extent, the tradition that cinema should provoke thought and 

discourse. As the title of Christian Petzold and Christoph Hochhäusler’s book of collected 

Revolver articles would suggest: Kino muss gefährlich sein. 
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